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Design for Disassembly
combined with augmented
reality for optimization of
maintenance processes

Leonardo Frizziero, Giampiero Donnici and Marco Freddi*

Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

This paper is intended to o�er a cue for optimizing a generic disassembly

process for maintenance purposes. Through the use of a cutting-edge

technology such as augmented reality, a key tool that makes it immediate

to tell operators what they need to do, this can be made possible as never

before within companies. A first aim of the work is to define the optimal

disassembly sequence that can lead to the extraction of a target component

of the assembly minimizing the number of parts to be removed, applying two

methodologies within the framework of Design for Disassembly. Thus, the

most important goal is to show and teach to maintenance technicians which

steps they should follow in order to e�ciently carry out the repair process built

on that sequence so that they can work on a product while learning in parallel

what they need to do exactly at the same time. This could be useful in case

a component replacement becomes necessary especially because nowadays

it is still performed ine�ciently and lacks a rigorous logic and methodology

aimed at its e�ciency in companies.

KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction

In the industrial environment, the acronym “DfD” represents the discipline of Design

for Disassembly, thus the set of activities dedicated to the realization of a “disassembly

list” for the parts belonging to a product (Harjula et al., 1996). The purpose is to obtain a

list of operations to be carried out by maintenance workers in order to optimize the time

and cost of the procedure (Haapala et al., 2013). It is understandable how much time we

could lose when the list of operations to be performed is unclear (Boothroyd and Alting,

1992). Typically, what happens is that when faced with an even particularly complex

product, a lot of work needs to be done to get a “target” component to be repaired or

replaced (Umeda et al., 2015). A maintenance procedure can be either corrective or

preventive. Only in the second case a product’s life can be extended, as a component

that is part of it and necessary to ensure its functionality is replaced before it is damaged.

After the damage has occurred, on the other hand, it is possible that other elements of

the product’s architecture have also been subjected to such failure and wear and tear that
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their reuse is not considered (Lowe and Bogue, 2007). In

many circumstances, most of the materials needed to produce

new components can be recovered. The DfD has been built

specifically to enable greater recovery of parts and materials,

a significant improvement in the time and cost efficiency

of industrial maintenance, and optimal development of the

operators’ technical abilities (Favi et al., 2012). Since the main

objective becomes that of defining an optimal disassembly

sequence, company employees should follow the list of

operations for removing the various components within the

assembly indicated by who carried out the study. In terms

of time and cost the company gains enormously because the

probability of error is automatically minimized, providing a

“to-do list” even to those who do not have a clear idea of

the process.

One of the basic rules of DfD requires that the most

important components should ideally be placed in easily

accessible locations during maintenance (Zussman et al., 1994).

With regard to the fasteners present in the assembly (screws,

nuts, bolts, etc.), it can be said that they rarely represent

critical components as they do not participate in fulfilling the

functionality for which that particular design is being realized.

For this reason, their removal is always assumed to be quick

and easy. Their disassembly, by the way, is almost never done

in a destructive form. In this sense, their structural integrity

and functionality can always be preserved, allowing them to be

reused in the future.

There are many topics concerning Design for Disassembly.

It is impossible to omit mentioning the one concerning the

choice of materials for the project. Nowadays, in fact, it is no

longer possible to rely solely on structural checks or analysis

of the mechanical behavior of materials to choose the most

appropriate ones. In order to make the project legitimate also

from a social, ethical and eco-sustainable point of view, it is

necessary to be able to guarantee that most of the materials

used will be easily disposable and potentially recyclable 1 day

(Akinade et al., 2017). Materials that are not compatible with

each other must be properly disposed of. A large number

of considerations about the disposal of the product and its

components should counterintuitively be made at the time of

its conceptualization. This serves to give the project an initial

gain that involves both purely economic aspects (considering

that, for example, maintenance costs on that product will be

paid by the company commercializing it in the future) and

ethical and social aspects (to ensure that the product will be

completely disposable without special contraindications) (Favi

et al., 2016). So, another purpose is to minimize the number

of different types of components used (Papakostas et al., 2015).

Thismeans that if only one type of screw can be chosen for all the

connections between the parts to be designed then this should

indeed be done. From environmental protection to sustainable

economics, from the safety of business operators to consumer

health, the issues involved in DfD are endless (Smith and

Chen, 2011). While several methodologies developed in recent

years and well-known in the industrial sector, such as QFD,

offer great advantages in the context of making new product

developmentmore efficient, DFD already lays the foundation for

its management at the end of its useful life (Popoff and Millet,

2017).

1.1. Application of augmented reality for
Design for Disassembly

To understand what exactly augmented reality is, we can

proceed by comparing it directly to the similar, but different,

virtual reality. Video games constitute an example of VR (Virtual

Reality). The VR world is completely artificial and devoid of

direct references to reality. Augmented reality, on the other

hand, allows us to add elements to the visualization of the real

environment around us, through the use of special tools such

as HoloLens or AR viewers. Based on the assumption that only

with the help of the five senses is it possible to perceive the world

around us, augmented reality stands at the technological level

as an additional sense that a person can make use of Santi et al.

(2021). It might be thought that this technology is still part of

a future quite far from the present. However, many companies

are already finding several benefits from its extensive use. An

initial model related to the concept of a new product directly

made in an augmented reality environment allows its immediate

visualization in the real world. Studying the overall dimensions

of a machine tool to be placed in a specific area of a department

allows not to go through the simple CAD interface route but

rather to see the product exactly as it will be. Very often, then,

it happens that time and resources are spent solely on ensuring

its performance and functionality. Instead, thorough evaluations

of its disassembly can pave the way for innovative and, above all,

optimal architectural solutions right from the start (Berg et al.,

2013). As will be seen below, again, the ability to visualize a

virtual prototype in AR makes all the difference. Thanks to the

use of references in nature (even just a photograph or a symbol)

called “markers,” it is possible to place an element of our interest

that can be visualized thanks to augmented reality in the real

world, in correspondence with that chosen artificial reference

(this will become clearer later in the article). One of the major

limitations regarding an augmented reality application involves

precisely the need to display the virtual model of the product in

nature at a predetermined location. For example, in the case of a

centrifugal pump that is part of a water system, visualizing it at

the exact location where it will be inserted prior to its physical

prototyping can lead to better design considerations (Eswaran

et al., 2023). As will be seen, however, it is not mandatory to use

complex and expensive sensor systems or pushed cutting-edge

technologies when making use of a marker-based AR system. At

virtually no cost, it will be demonstrated here that a sufficiently
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graphically complex marker can be made to enable optimal

position recognition at the viewer. It would be easier to design

it respecting both dimensional and aesthetic constraints. Who

will have to present it to the market and sell it will also find it

more advantageous to show it to future consumers by employing

AR technology. In fact, it is the only one that can place the

product in the real world. Still, it becomes possible to avoid

more the construction of a physical prototype, more effectively

assessing the safety conditions of the people who will have to

interface with that product. The AR technology used here is

“marker based.” This means that in order to display at a specific

location in the real environment the virtual model of the desired

product, it is needed to frame a real object in nature. A glass

characterized by a particular shape or a plastic object could be

two examples of “markers.” Actually, even by framing a drawing

or a picture may be sufficient to place the virtual model above

it. In the case studied, the marker is a simple image, however

this will no doubt become clearer later. Thus, the basic idea

is to combine DfD theory, which can lead to the definition of

one or more optimal disassembly sequences, with augmented

reality. Thanks to an AR application designed to interface with

hypothetical industrial product maintenance workers, it will be

possible to show them the optimal sequence derived within DfD

in probably the clearest and most convenient way possible. The

workflow concerning the use of Design for Disassembly linked to

Augmented Reality is presented in Figure 1. The second section

will describe two methods known in the literature in the field of

DfD that are useful for defining an optimal disassembly sequence

of a product. The last section, on the other hand, is devoted

to the analysis of an augmented reality application whose main

purpose is to demonstrate how by coping with low expenditures

in terms of cost and time a tool with very high potential can be

offered to the companies of the present time. In fact, it will make

possible the optimization of a maintenance or assembly process

in parallel with effective and visually impactful training for the

benefit of the operators who will have to perform such tasks

quickly and safely. As also already demonstrated in the literature,

time savings resulting from the use of augmented reality in the

course of the company’s business activities is not only theoretical

but directly verifiable (Osti et al., 2017). It is enough to think

that the processes of understanding the tasks to be performed

and their realization are no longer divided into two distinct and

serial time phases but into a single phase in parallel. There is no

longer a need for the second to occur only after the completion

of the first (Chang et al., 2017).

2. Case study

The case study of the work concerns the disassembly

analysis of a float condensate drain. This assembly is interfaced

with ducts designed for steam distribution within industrial

plant systems. Within an unloader such as the one under

consideration, it is made possible to remove condensed steam as

soon as it has formed due to heat loss or the presence of heat

exchangers. The main advantage is for the system’s efficiency,

which improves. The use of an internal float makes it possible

to automatically actuate the valve, which opens and allows water

to flow out of the system. The presence of an artificial lever

actuation system, however, is necessary in the event of damage

to the float, as shown in Figure 2.

In Table 1 the assembly’s Bill of Materials is shown.

To give a better understanding of what kind of assembly we

are talking about two representations of it are offered in the next

image. As can be seen in Figure 3, the interior of the condensate

drain was completely modeled in CAD (Autodesk Inventor),

without neglecting any type of components.

3. DfD methods

Two methods are proposed to find the optimal disassembly

sequence. The first is a very visual and practical method,

while the second can also be considered for a computerized

application of the problem. In fact, as will be seen, the second

method is constructed using matrices of 0 and 1 containing the

entire assembly information of the various components of the

steam trap.

3.1. First method

The first proposed method is described clearly in literature

(Yi et al., 2007). The goal is to obtain a disassembly sequence

to reach the target component that has to be removed. The

first thing to do is precisely to choose what the latter is. Upon

completion of the “wave” graph discussed shortly, it is then

possible to opt for the sequence that disassembles fewer parts,

the one that wastes less time, or the one that results in a

lower disassembly cost (Cong et al., 2017). A generic assembly

component can be classified in two ways:

• d-dependant: when an integer number d of generic

components must be extracted to extract the

chosen component.

• 1-dependant: when after only one removal of another

generic component the target component is already

freely removable.

The determination of the various disassembly sequences can

be performed using the so-called “disassembly wave.” We can

imagine that the target component is located at the origin center

of the wave. Its propagation starts as a series of concentric

circumferences spreading out in a plane. At the first instant of

time τ1, purely theoretical, all components in contact with the

target will be touched by the wave. At the next time instant,
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FIGURE 1

Workflow concerning DfD and AR for the maintenance process.

FIGURE 2

Drawing of the assembly (not all BOM components are shown).

all components close to those previously touched by the wave

will be touched, and so on. This procedure is carried on until

a generic final instant τn, reached when all components of

the assembly have already been involved. According to what

has just been said, the first components to be removed will be

those located on the outermost ring of the graph. It should be

noted that it will not necessarily be necessary to remove all

the components placed on each ring before moving on to the

innermost ones. The goal is precisely to minimize the number

of removals to reach the target. In the case under consideration,

this is number 4, namely the exhaust shutter, precisely because

it is one of the components placed “deepest” in the model.

Its probability of failure due to wear of the central spherical

invitation, by the way, is particularly high. Since the assembly is

a very simple object with few components, the disassembly logic

is always the same. As a first step, it will certainly be necessary

to remove the hexagon socket head cap screws (22) in order

to subsequently succeed in disassembling the lid (2), an action

that is indispensable in order to be able to reach the components

inside the housing. Components 20, 12, 11, and 14 with 16 could

be either disassembled with component 4 still attached or with

the whole assembly disassembled from the base, component
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TABLE 1 Bill of materials.

No. Description Quantity

1 Container 1

2 Lid 1

3 Shutter support 1

4 Exhaust shutter 1

5 Float 1

6 Cylindrical support 1

7 Oil seal 1

8 Screw with hexagon nut 1

9 Drain handle 1

10 Drive vane 1

11 Actuating ball 1

12 Metal cylinder for seal 1

13 Fixing rivet 1

14 Support cylinder for the ball 1

15 Slotted cylinder head screw 1

16 Cotter pin 3.2× 18.5 1

17 Drain plug 1

18 Air outlet tap 1

19 Tap knob 1

20 Cotter pin 2.5× 9 2

21 Sealing ring 1

22 Hexagon socket head cap screw 2

1. Component 14 is attached to 6 with a rivet. Should one

wish to opt for its removal, the rivet (13) must be demolished.

Component 4 is removable from 3 only when component 6 has

been removed.

According to what has been said so far, it is possible to opt

for two alternative sequences, as can be deduced from the graph

depicted in Figure 4:

• 22, 2, 8, 3, 20, 12, 11, 16, 5, 14–6, 4. Disassembly with

previous removal of the entire shutter system.

• 22, 2, 20, 12, 11, 16, 5, 14–6, 8, 3, 4. Disassembly with the

shutter system fixed at the base.

3.2. Second method

The second proposedmethod is undoubtedlymore technical

and computerizable than the first one (Tao et al., 2018).

The application of this algorithm starts by defining a matrix

representing all the spatial constraints of removals present

between the various components of the product. It is referred to

as the “Disassembly PrecedenceMatrix” (DPM), and it is square.

Its size is equal to the number of parts in the assembly. Once it

is completely defined, one can proceed with the disassembly of

the first bolted connections (referred to precisely as fasteners)

by removing the row and column related to the removed

component in the matrix. The proposed method to represent

the architecture of the system mathematically and efficiently

is particularly interesting, as it makes use of simple sequences

consisting of six digits within each cell of the matrix. Each digit

of the sequence represents the Cartesian direction of removal

of a component (–x, +x, –y, +y, –z, +z). Thus, comparing an

element on a row (i) against another element on any column

(j), one must proceed by entering a 1 each time component j

prevents the removal of i in that specific direction considered.

One can see how a computerized application of this method can

be useful in the case of very complex assemblies consisting of a

high number of components. If the compilation of the matrix

is done correctly it should almost always turn out that the first

removable components are the fasteners (they have at least one 0

in the same Cartesian removal direction in each box that is part

of their representative row in the DPM). This may not be true

in the case of parts that are simply stuck in some product slot,

or cables that are easy to remove. It should be noted that there

is absolutely no need for an entire box to consist of 0 (indeed,

it is impossible since it would mean that that component is

not bound in any way or direction to the others, so it is not

part of the assembly). The ultimate goal is to output all possible

disassembly sequences capable of paving the way for the removal

of a target component from the system. By comparing them then

at the level of timing, type of tools used, procedural difficulties,

and so on, it will be possible to define the one to be learned

by the operators in order to make the maintenance process on

the product more efficient. The possibility of part removal being

destructive has not yet been discussed. In this case, the use of

the number 2 to represent this occurrence is often found in the

literature. However, the logic of applying the method remains

the same.

The DPM matrix associated concerning this case study is

shown in Table 2.

3.3. Case study

Coupling Design for Disassembly methodologies with

cutting-edge technology such as Augmented Reality can offer

remarkably efficient practical solutions. To understand this,

it is enough to imagine a corporate department dedicated to

the maintenance of mechanical assemblies such as motors,

automatic packaging machines, pumping and plant systems

(Liverani et al., 2010; de Marchi et al., 2013). Operators are

usually asked to remove a number of components to clear a

path to repair a specific target component internal to the product
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FIGURE 3

(A) Exterior view of the assembly; (B) view of internal components in the CAD environment.

FIGURE 4

Disassembly wave logical diagram.

being serviced. Providing them with a drawing of an engine and

the directions to follow to complete the job is often inefficient,

as the complexity of the job is compounded by the complexity

of having to understand the design of the product and the type

of operations to be performed on it. Therefore, the idea is to

show operators what they need to do by providing them with

appropriate devices that can operate in augmented reality. The

use of visors or Hololens is sufficient to meet this need. In

fact, the ease of use of AR technology is such that even an

application on a cell phone can be implemented without having

to deal with large costs and timelines. Equipped with a viewer,

operators can easily observe the components to be removed in

the appropriate order and manner, without having to resort to

the use of instruction booklets and technical drawings. At this

point, the operator is simply called to copy what he observes in

augmented reality.

There are several ways to approach the world of augmented

reality. A widely available and easy-to-use online platform is

Vuforia, a solution also considered in this paper for the purpose

already described. Its main usefulness lies in the fact that thanks

to Vuforia it is possible to define or draw a reference element

(marker) for the product to be visualized in augmented reality

in such a way that when the operator equipped with a visor

observes that image, he will also be able to visualize the virtual

model of the product on which he needs to proceed with the

repair. Within Vuforia, it is therefore possible to import one’s

own drawing or image and turn it into a marker. Then the

download of the package containing all the information about

it is made available, to be imported into Unity, and the license

code to be copied and pasted, again within Unity. One important

thing to consider is that the marker must be graphically complex

enough to allow recognition of numerous positioning elements
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TABLE 2 DPMmatrix applied to the BOM components (fasteners in green).

8 13 16 6–14 20a 20b 22a 22b 15 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10 11 12 17 18 19 21
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for the AR model. A drawing with only a few lines is most

likely not sufficient. An idea about the effectiveness of the

image chosen as a marker is provided directly by the online

application, with a rating given from one to five stars. In this

case, the reference marker was a very simple drawing consisting

of different lines and colors. Its implementation allows for a

rating of 3 out of 5 stars on Vuforia. Although it is not optimal,

it is sufficient to allow visualization of the condensate drain in

augmented reality. Such a representation is shown in Figure 5.

Having finished the procedure on Vuforia, the real application

for the ARmodel is developed in Unity. By importing the virtual

assembly of the analyzed product in obj or stl format, it can

be colored by assigning particular display properties (opacity,

reflections, roughness, and so on) to each element. The goal

is to display each component of the assembly characterized by

the material with which it was fabricated, and not just by its

geometry (Osti et al., 2019). In Unity’s “hierarchy” panel, it is

therefore possible to make the assembly a child of the Image

Target, so that starting the application will allow its display

alongside the chosen image. The use of a QR Code is also

sufficient for this purpose. With the help of Unity’s timeline,

a temporal movement can be imposed on each element of the

system, in such a way as to produce a kind of ARmovie in which

the visual procedure to be followed by the operator is made clear

and unambiguous. It is precisely in this step that the results

obtained by applying Design for Disassembly methodologies

and augmented reality meet. In fact, the animation to be

imposed on the components of the virtual product model must

follow the optimal sequence previously derived. For those who

will view the model with the help of an appropriate viewer,

every single step must be clear. Fasteners (screws, bolts, nuts,

washers, and so on) will be the first components to come out.

While this is happening in mock-up, the technician will have

to operate on the physical model to be repaired until each

step is completed. It becomes intuitable how much time such

a procedure can save, as people learn as they work. There is

no intuitively better approach than this in the current state

of things. Excluding the possibility of a particularly dangerous

process to be carried out by maintenance workers in one or

more phases, it is then possible to train the staff and to complete

the required industrial tasks at the same time without dividing

the two phases temporally. This leads to a drastic reduction in

the amount of time and cost to be invested in operator training

by companies. In relation to the technical skills required by the

people who will make use of this technology within corporate

departments, it can easily be seen that no special adaptations

are needed. The only initial difficulty might concern the use of

the visor, through which the flow of information reaching the

person’s eyes is rather high (it is that of two realities in one).

However, regarding the latter aspect, not much can be done; it

is only required a sufficient amount of training on the part of

the staff.

Figure 6 shows an image of the proposed float condensate

drain in augmented reality. Operators will be able to

FIGURE 5

Representation of the marker used to locate the condensate

drain in augmented reality.

FIGURE 6

Di�erent removal phases of the assembly components in

augmented reality shown clockwise.

observe at the same time everything that belongs to the

real world (the physical prototype to be assembled, the

technical equipment needed to do so, the other operators,

the working environment, and so on) and what comes

from the virtual simulation built using augmented reality

software such as Unity and Vuforia. At that point it is

simply a matter of copying from the virtual into the

real.

3.4. Timing analysis using augmented
reality

To get feedback on the time gain associated with a potential

use of this technology within a production department an

idea might be to test it directly on people. In fact, it was
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planned to analyze the abilities of different people in performing

the disassembly of the condensate drain under different

conditions. Specifically, five people were asked to perform

the complete disassembly without providing any indication

of the functionality and composition of the product under

consideration (the condensate drain). Another five people were

provided with the drawing of the assembly to orient themselves

on the location of the parts within it. Another five people,

however, were asked to perform the complete disassembly

of the product while visualizing in augmented reality the

procedure to be followed (which component to remove and at

what moment).

It is important to point out several aspects regarding this

analysis. First of all, the total number of people involved is

fifteen. This is because it would not have made sense to involve

the same person in two different situations. Since the first

time he gets to the complete disassembly of the product it

follows that he is likely to remember the sequence he went

through. The calculation of time applied on the same person

but according to another mode would inevitably be affected.

In addition, it was considered to involve people not necessarily

learned in the context of mechanical design. This decision

stems from the fact that in general even those who do not

know the architecture of a product in detail can still attempt

FIGURE 7

A case such as the removal of the lid and oil seal performed before the three-screw removal represents an example of errors detected in the

course of the analysis.

TABLE 3 Results from disassembly analysis.

Person Total timing (s) No. wrong verses No. wrong
component

Optimal sequence

Disassembly without references A 367 7 4 X

B 442 2 6 X

C 312 3 8 X

D 340 4 6 X

E 273 3 2 X

Disassembly with drawing F 101 4 0 X

G 211 1 2 X

H 276 0 2 X

I 190 7 0 X

J 138 1 3 X

Disassembly with A.R. K 71 0 0 ✓

L 88 0 0 ✓

M 46 0 0 ✓

N 68 0 0 ✓

O 94 0 0 ✓
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to take it apart and succeed. Finding a decrease in the average

disassembly time by using an augmented reality application

even on people who are not professionals undoubtedly lends

value to this methodology. Moreover, such a situation is good

for simulating the awkwardness that even a technician exhibits

the first time he or she has to get his or her hands on a new

product. Finally, it is necessary to describe in more detail how

the experiment was performed. First of all, this is a purely virtual

experiment. No physical prototypes or technical tools were used.

The disassembly carried out by each person involved in the

analysis was performed by them within the Unity interface,

since in it the handling of objects (the virtual models of each

component of the assembly) is easy and intuitive.

While for those who followed the disassembly in augmented

reality it was only a matter of getting acquainted with the

handling of the parts, in the other cases numerous nonsenses

were recorded. Attempting to remove a component still secured

with a screw or mistaking its removal direction were two

commonmistakes. In that case, the regulations required that the

component be replaced in its original position and then proceed

with a new removal attempt in a different direction, or of a

different component. An example related to a conceptual error

concerning the attempt to remove the wrong element is given in

Figure 7.

At the end of the experiment, the results were listed in a

matrix (Table 3).

As can be seen in that table, the times recorded on

individuals who learned what to do through augmented reality

are significantly lower than those who did not take advantage

of any kind of help and those who made use of the assembly

drawing. Even in the case of attempts to remove unremovable

or incorrectly versed components, the number of errors in the

AR case goes straight to zero for both items. It is interesting

to note that in general the use of the product drawing alone

also brings an important advantage, as it allows showing how

many and which components not visible from the outset are

present inside. In the case of Person F, the use of the drawing

alone resulted in a final disassembly time on the order of those

that employed augmented reality. However, interestingly, below

100 s were only the last (and all). Without the aid of any kind

there were those who needed more than 300 s to complete the

disassembly correctly and logically (person A, B, C, D). With

the help of drawing no one took more than 300 s to finish.

However, it is clear that those who made use of the drawing

had to understand the architecture of the product. In the case

under consideration, which is purely illustrative, the architecture

of the condensate discharger is not considered to be too complex

when compared to that of motors, fluid-driven machines such

as turbines and compressors, electric motors, robots, and so

on. However, it becomes rather intuitive that being able to

complete the disassembly without having to understand how the

product is internally structured is what leads to the greatest time

savings. It is only through the effectiveness that a visual and

intuitive method such as one making use of augmented reality

can achieve that.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of the work aimed to demonstrate how using

a powerful and unexplored technology such as augmented

reality can bring great benefits to the present industrial reality.

Operators dedicated to maintenance and disassembly can learn

in a visual and particularly intuitive way what steps they need

to follow to accomplish their tasks. A lack of technical skills to

be attributed to manpower, the use of inadequate equipment,

and an inability to understand the proper procedure for carrying

out an industrial task constitute irrecoverable economic damage

to the company. By now, the use of manuals that are time-

consuming to consult and not always available is out of the

question, considering the ever-tightening timelines to which

employees of companies working on assembly lines or in

maintenance departments are subjected. The fact that every

company now possesses a digital model of the products it

markets makes the application of DfD and AR rather quick and

inexpensive. The application of the optimization methodologies

proposed under DfD is absolutely worth considering for the

future of companies and their ability to be competitive in the

market. Combining themwith augmented reality is the final step

to take to elevate standard procedures to unprecedented levels of

cutting-edge and technological advancement.
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